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ABSTRACT
The authors describe the development and verification of a statistical model relating tropical cyclone (TC)
intensity to the local large-scale environment. A multiple linear regression framework is used to estimate the
expected intensity of a tropical cyclone given the environmental and storm conditions. The uncertainty of the
estimate is constructed from the empirical distribution of model errors. NCEP–NCAR reanalysis fields and
historical hurricane data from 1981 to 1999 are used for model development, and data from 2000 to 2012 are
used to evaluate model performance. Seven predictors are selected: initial storm intensity, the change of
storm intensity over the past 12 h, the storm translation speed, the difference between initial storm intensity
and its corresponding potential intensity, deep-layer (850–200 hPa) vertical shear, atmospheric stability, and
200-hPa divergence. The system developed here models storm intensity changes in response to changes in the
surrounding environment with skill comparable to existing operational forecast tools. Since one application of
such a model is to predict changes in TC activity in response to natural or anthropogenic climate change, the
authors examine the performance of the model using data that is most readily available from global climate
models, that is, monthly averages. It is found that statistical models based on monthly data (as opposed to
daily) with only a few essential predictors, for example, the difference between storm intensity and potential
intensity, perform nearly as well at short leads as when daily predictors are used.
1. Introduction
The intensities of tropical cyclones (TCs) depend on
their surrounding environments. The question of what
distribution of storm intensities is consistent with a given
environment is important both for short-range intensity
forecasts and for long-term climate projections. In long-
term climate projections, environmental factors that
influence TC intensity, such as the large-scale circulation
and atmospheric moisture, are also expected to change.
The issue of how these changes could influence the cli-
matology of TC occurrence and intensity has been the
subject of a number of recent studies, both from obser-
vational (Emanuel 2005; Webster et al. 2005) and from
global climate modeling (Zhao et al. 2009; Bender et al.
2010; Knutson et al. 2010; Camargo 2013; Chen and Lin
2013; Emanuel 2013) perspectives. However, it remains
difficult to confidently assess future changes in storm
intensity. One of the primary reasons is that present
climate models have horizontal resolutions that are too
coarse to resolve the inner-core convective structure in
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storms. This deficiency prevents these climate models
from simulating major storms at their observed inten-
sities and providing a reasonable distribution of storm
intensity, even in the current climate.
Downscaling is a strategy for connecting global-scale
predictions and quantities not resolved by the global
model, in our case, TC intensity. Dynamical downscal-
ing with comprehensive models has been shown to be
a very useful tool for understanding climate projections
of TC activity (e.g., Knutson et al. 2007, 2008; Bender
et al. 2010; etc.), but is both computationally expensive
and limited in the range of intensities that can be sim-
ulated. Statistical downscaling is much cheaper compu-
tationally. This method has been used for seasonal
prediction of North Atlantic hurricane activity by
Vecchi et al. (2011), who developed a basinwide hurri-
cane frequency forecast system based on a Poisson re-
gression with two predictors: Atlantic main development
region sea surface temperature (SST) and global tropical-
mean SST from a suite of high-resolution global models.
Their results from retrospective forecasts indicated that
their statistical model can provide a skillful seasonal
prediction. The hybrid statistical–dynamical downscaling
system devised by Emanuel (2006), using an idealized
dynamical model, is relatively inexpensive and provides
comprehensive predictions, including information about
the most extreme storms, but hinges on that particular
idealized model (such that other comparable approaches
are desirable if only for estimating model uncertainty)
and is not publicly available for use by other investigators.
As there is always inherent uncertainty in TC pro-
jections and predictions, a probabilistic representation
of this uncertainty should be provided. There are two
general approaches for constructing probabilistic fore-
casts: ensemble and statistical approaches. In the en-
semble approach, a set of forecasts are conducted from
either parallel multiple dynamical or statistical models
(Krishnamurti et al. 1999; Puri et al. 2001; Weber 2005),
or a single numerical model under various initial con-
ditions (Zhang and Krishnamurti 1999), physical pa-
rameterization schemes, or stochastic perturbations
(Chen et al. 2014). In the statistical approach, the un-
certainties are based on the probability density function
(PDF) of the past errors or on forecasts from a deter-
ministic numerical or statistical model (DeMaria et al.
2009). Vecchi et al. (2011) used both ensemble and
statistical approaches to estimate the uncertainties.
From the perspective of short-range TC intensity
forecasting, studies from DeMaria and Kaplan (1994,
1999), DeMaria et al. (2005, 2007), and DeMaria (2009)
show that statistical models [e.g., Statistical Hurricane
Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS); Logistic Growth
Equation Model (LGEM)] with the environmental
parameters from global numerical weather prediction
models, in addition to climatological and persistence
predictors, are capable of predicting storm intensity with
some skill. These forecast models are essentially a form
of statistical downscaling applied to individual storms in
the present climate. The results of these studies suggest
that statistical downscaling provides an alternative op-
tion for climate projections of the TC intensity distri-
bution. A key component of this approach would be
a statistical model to relate the global climate model
environment to TC intensity. In other words, a statistical
TC intensity model that responds correctly to changes in
the surrounding (local) environment in the current cli-
mate could be applied to projections of future environ-
mental conditions to produce projections of future TC
intensity.
TheNationalHurricane Center (NHC) started issuing
short-range wind speed probabilistic forecasts in 2006
based on a statistical approach (DeMaria et al. 2009,
2013). A Monte Carlo method generates 1000 forecast
tracks based on random samples of track errors from the
past 5 years. A similar method is applied to account for
the uncertainties in storm intensity and structure.
Emanuel et al. (2006) further used synthetic TC tracks
generated from an algorithm with both deterministic
and random components together with an idealized
axisymmetric dynamical hurricane intensity model (run
along the predicted track many times) to generate a set
of intensity probabilistic forecasts for a specific geo-
graphic location. This approach has now been used to
study tropical cyclone risk for a number of locations and
from a number of perspectives (e.g., Lin et al. 2010).
Our ultimate goal is to understand the tropical cy-
clone intensity distribution in the projected climate
scenarios (from global climate models) from a statistical
perspective. The present study represents an initial step
of our approach: the development of a probabilistic
statistical model for the TC intensity distribution as
a function of environmental variables. Following the
example of DeMaria et al.’s work, we develop a SHIPS-
like multiple linear regression model from global re-
analysis fields derived from observations of the current
climate. Different from SHIPS, we would like to select
the smallest number of predictors possible, both for the
sake of model parsimony and to minimize the number of
required global climate model fields. Because our goal is
to make projections of TC intensity under future climate
change scenarios (although such projections are not yet
attempted in this study), we avoid predictors whose
utility is limited to current climate. SST is the most ob-
vious example; the absolute value of SSTmay be a useful
predictor for storm intensity in the present climate, but
we expect the relationship of SST to TC intensity to
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change in future climates (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007;
Johnson and Xie 2010; Ramsay and Sobel 2011; Emanuel
and Sobel 2013). We also determine whether monthly
data can be used instead of daily, as this greatly reduces
the data requirement for climate studies. Utilizing
monthly data also requires a lower level of fidelity from
global climate models.
Again, while the model we are developing is SHIPS-
like, our goal is not a forecast model for real-time
operational use, but a downscaling model for climate
research. However, many of the development steps are
the same, for example, parameter estimation, predictor
selection, skill assessment, and uncertainty quantifica-
tion. Detailed descriptions of data and the development
of the multiple linear regression forecast model (MLR)
will be given in sections 2 and 3, respectively. Examples of
MLR forecasts and their verification will be shown in
section 4. The dependence of MLR performance (errors)
on predictors will also be discussed. In section 5, we will
demonstrate a skillful and reliable probabilistic fore-
cast from the MLR that is conducted with the past
error distribution. In section 6, we assess the sensitivity
of MLR development and its performance to the type
of reanalysis data, including the possibility of using
monthly averaged output. We summarize our findings
in section 7.
2. Data
The best track dataset known as the revised Atlantic
hurricane database (HURDAT2), produced by NHC
for North Atlantic TCs, provides historical storm in-
formation, which includes storm location, maximum
wind speed, and minimum sea level pressure (Jarvinen
et al. 1984; Landsea and Franklin 2013). For synoptic
conditions, we use the 2.58 3 2.58 daily and monthly
National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) re-
analysis dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996), and the 2.58 3 2.58
40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40) daily data
(Uppala et al. 2005). In addition to atmospheric
fields, we obtain upper-ocean structure from the;1.88 3
1.88 NOAA/NCEP Environmental Model Center
(EMC)/Climate Modeling Branch (CMB) Global
Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS; Behringer
and Xue 2004). We develop and test the MLR primary
with the daily NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data. We utilize
the data from 1981 to 1999 for model training—
both predictor selection and coefficient estimation. The
data for the period 2000–12 are used for testing model
performance. When utilizing the daily ERA-40 data
(for the sensitivity tests), the data from 1981 to 1992
are used for model training, and the data from 1993 to
2001 are for testing model performance.
We only consider storms that reach at least tropical
storm strength (.34kt; 1 kt5 0.5144ms21) during their
lifetimes. As mentioned in DeMaria and Kaplan (1994),
the statistical properties of storms over land are differ-
ent from those over the ocean, so we only use the data
for the period when storms are not over land.With these
restrictions, there are more than 4000 cases of 12-hourly
forecasts in both the training and testing datasets. The
number of forecasts decreases with increasing lead time.
Here we consider 12-hourly lead times from 12 to 120 h.
There are only about 2000 cases left for both training
and testing for the 120-h lead forecast. Additionally, the
SHIPS TC forecasts from the Automated Tropical
Cyclone Forecasting System (ATCF; Sampson and
Schrader 2000) and the forecasts from the SHIPS de-
velopment system (M. DeMaria 2014, personal commu-
nication) are used for evaluating the MLR performance.
3. Multiple linear regression model development
We begin by describing the initial pool of potential
predictors for the MLR. We then choose a subset of
those predictors for inclusion in the MLR using a for-
ward selection (stepwise regression) procedure. The
next step is to use a fitting procedure on the training data
to derive theMLR, which consists of 10 linear equations
for forecasts with 12-hourly lead times from 12 to 120 h.
a. Initial pool of predictors
Four variables are chosen that represent the storm
itself: initial maximum wind speed (V0), minimum sea
level pressure (MSLP), change of storm maximum wind
speed in the previous 12 h (dVdt), and the storm trans-
lation speed (trSpeed). The environmental (synoptic)
conditions are represented by the deep-layer vertical
wind shear, moisture, environmental stability, outflow
temperature, upper-tropospheric divergence, SST, and
upper-ocean thermal structures.
The most important synoptic predictor in the SHIPS
includes the maximum potential intensity (PI), which is
derived empirically (DeMaria and Kaplan 1994). Here,
we use Emanuel’s PI definition developed in Emanuel
(1988) and modified in Emanuel (1995) and Bister and
Emanuel (2002). The PI is a function of the ratio of the
exchange coefficient for enthalpy to that formomentum,
the ratio of outflow temperature to SST, and the vertical
integral of air temperature along iso-entropy surface at
the radius of maximum wind speed. In Camargo et al.
(2007, 2009), the importance of PI for predicting tropical
cyclogenesis was shown using PI computed both from
daily and from monthly NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data.
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We use here PI from Camargo’s dataset extended to
2012. PI is first averaged over a disk extending 500 km
from the storm center and then averaged over the
forecast interval (e.g., 12, 24, . . . , 120 h) along the ob-
served storm track. PI enters the MLR as the difference
of the mean PI and initial intensity V0, denoted dPI_V0.
We do not use SST as a predictor, nor any function of
SST that includes specific threshold values based on
observations of the historical relationship between SST
and TC intensity. The relationship of SST to TC in-
tensity is expected to change with themean climate state
(e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007; Ramsay and Sobel 2011;
Johnson and Xie 2010; Emanuel and Sobel 2013). The
relative SST, or difference between the local SST and an
appropriately defined tropical mean, may be a better
predictor than absolute SST, but even that is limited in
that it cannot (by definition) capture intensity changes
that are related to global-mean changes (e.g., Emanuel
and Sobel 2013). PI is a theoretically derived quantity
whose formulation does not include any explicit tuning
to the present climate, and thus in principle should be
able to capture intensity changes that result from global
climate changes. Emanuel’s PI theory has been critiqued
on theoretical grounds (e.g., Smith et al. 2008) but ap-
pears at this point to be as good as any existent theory
(e.g., Bryan and Rotunno 2009). Our use of PI to the
exclusion of any SST parameter thus appears to be
a reasonable choice for our purpose. If advances in the
theoretical understanding of TC intensity and its re-
lationship to the environment are made in the future,
our model can be easily rederived to use any improved
PI parameter that may be developed.
Strong vertical wind shear tends to have a negative
effect on TC intensification (DeMaria 1996; Tang and
Emanuel 2012), and is another key predictor in the
SHIPS (DeMaria et al. 2005). In this study, the deep-
layer mean vertical wind shear (SHRD) is defined as the
magnitude of the difference between the mean wind
vectors at 200 and 850 hPa averaged over an annulus
extending 200–800km around the storm center (Chen
et al. 2006). Moisture is another factor known to affect
TC intensity. Kaplan and DeMaria (2003) found that
rapidly intensifying TCs are often embedded in a high
moisture environment. In the SHIPS, four variables
representing relative humidity at various levels (1000,
850–700, 700–500, and 500–300 hPa) have been used in
the past. Until 2013, only the 700–500-hPamean relative
humidity was used.1 For the MLR, we initially consider
two moisture variables: the 500–300-hPa relative
humidity (rhMid) and the column-integrated relative
humidity (rhCol; Bretherton et al. 2004), The latter ac-
counts for the total column water vapor from the top of
the boundary layer to 200 hPa. In practice, it is most
sensitive to the relative humidity of the lower tropo-
sphere, since the specific and saturation humidities are
column-integrated first before taking the ratio, andmost
of the moisture is in the lower troposphere. High values
in rhMid and rhCol favor TC development. For the
environmental stability, we use the conditional in-
stability (dues/dz), defined as the vertical gradient of
saturated equivalent potential temperature (dThetaEs)
averaged from boundary layer to 300 hPa. SHIPS con-
siders convective instability (using equivalent potential
temperature ue) instead of conditional instability, which
is usually related to the lifting of an entire layer. The
upper-tropospheric divergence is usually used to esti-
mate the large-scale forcing, and we use the divergence
field at 200hPa (div200) for this purpose. While there
has been some suggestion that convective available po-
tential energy (CAPE) is not a good predictor for deep
tropical convection (Zipser 2003), CAPE is included in
our initial predictor pool. The last atmospheric envi-
ronmental predictor is the temperature at 200hPa
(T200), representing the outflow temperature.
Similar to the environmental predictors calculated in
the SHIPS, rhMid, rhCol, dThetaEs, CAPE, and T200
are first averaged over an annulus centered at the storm
location at forecast time with an inner radius of 200 km
and an outer radius of 800 km. Here div200 is averaged
over a circle with radius of 1000 km. To account for the
time variation of these variables, they are also averaged
over the forecast interval and along the storm track, as
described for dPI_V0. As we are using the best track
data here, we do not apply a vortex removal scheme as
used in the SHIPS (DeMaria 2010) to account for dif-
ferences in the instantaneous Global Forecast System
(GFS) forecast fields and the NHC forecast of the
storm center.
In 2004, the SHIPS started incorporating predictors
associated with the upper ocean (ocean heat content,
ocean depth of 208 and 268C) from satellite altimetry
data to account for the oceanic negative impact on the
storm (DeMaria et al. 2005). Here, instead of upper-
ocean heat content, we use another air–sea interaction
quantity, the ocean temperature averaged over the top
100m (OT100; Price 2009), which represents the lowest
SST that can be induced by a storm. As daily oceanic
data are not readily available, monthly data from
GODAS (Behringer and Xue 2004) are used here.
Our initial pool of predictors contains 13 variables:V0,
MSLP, dVdt, trSpeed, dPI_V0, SHRD, rhMid and
rhCol, dThetaEs, CAPE, div200 and T200, and OT100.
1 http://rammb.cira.colostate.edu/research/tropical_cyclones/ships/
docs/SHIPS_predictor_file_2013.doc.
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The change of the maximum wind speed over different
forecast intervals (e.g., 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120h) is the
predictand. The assumption of a linear relationship be-
tween intensity change and each predictor was tested
using the same method as in Tippett et al. (2011, see
their Fig. 12) and found (not shown) to be adequate.
b. Forward selection procedure
In the forward selection procedure, the initial model
contains no predictors other than the constant term. The
reduction obtained in root-mean-square error (RMSE)
from adding a single variable is computed for each
variable, and the variable that most reduces the RMSE
is added. This procedure is repeated until all the vari-
ables are added. The RMSE is calculated with 10-fold
cross validation; the training data are divided into 10
random subsets, 9 are used to estimate regression co-
efficients and the tenth is used to compute an estimate of
the RMSE. Here, random partitioning of the data is
done 10 times, providing 100 estimates of the RMSE,
similarly to Tippett et al. (2012). The mean RMSE as
a function of the number of predictors for all lead times
are shown in Fig. 1. The predictors are listed on the right
of each panel in Fig. 1 in the order in which they enter
FIG. 1. RMSE as a function of number of predictors used in the MLR for forecast lead time: (a) 12, (b) 24, (c) 48, (d) 72, (e) 96, and
(f) 120 h. The predictors are listed on the right of each panel in the order that they are selected by the forward selection procedure. The
order of the predictor selection is stable above the red line.
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the forward selection procedure. A reasonable rule for
the number of predictors to include in the MLR is to
stop including predictors at the point where adding ad-
ditional predictors does not significantly decrease the
mean RMSE.
To estimate this stopping point robustly, we apply the
forward selection procedure on the training data 10
times. While the order of the first few predictors is ro-
bust, the order of the remaining predictors is not and
varies with the particular partition of the data. For ex-
ample, for the 12-h forecast, the order of the 3rd–13th
predictors varies randomly each timewe run the forward
selection procedure, indicating little difference in the
utility of the remaining predictors. Hence, we add the
second stopping rule at the point (red lines in Fig. 1)
when the order of the selected predictors is stable for at
least 7 out of 10 times that the forward selection pro-
cedure is run.
For 12-h forecasts (Fig. 1a), a substantial decrease in
the RMSE occurs when the number of the predictors
increases from one (dVdt) to two (dVdt and dPI_V0).
Additional predictors result in little reduction of the
RMSE, indicating that the intensification trend and
the difference between PI and the initial intensity
are the most important predictors for short-lead fore-
casts. The failure of other environmental predictors to
reduce RMSEmay indicate that the predictable impact
of these environmental parameters, such as shear, is
implicitly included in the previous 12-h intensity
changes (dVdt). For a 24-h lead time, dPI_V0 is the
most important predictor, followed by dVdt and
SHRD. Therefore, for forecast times shorter than 1
day, three predictors, dVdt, dPI_V0, and SHRD, are
adequate, and other predictors do not substantially
reduce the RMSE.
The number of predictors required in the MLR (be-
fore RMSE stops decreasing) increases with the fore-
casting lead time. For the 72-h forecast, we need six
predictors before the RMSE stops decreasing sharply,
and the first seven predictors selected have a fixed
order. These predictors are dPI_V0, trSpeed, SHRD,V0,
dThetaEs, dVdt, and div200. For the 96- and 120-h
forecasts, however, the sharp decrease of RMSE hap-
pens at four, and only five predictors are selected in
a fixed order each time we conduct the selection pro-
cedure. A possible reason could be that we need pre-
dictors other than those we have to further improve the
96- and 120-h intensity forecasts. Another possible rea-
son is that there is a natural limitation of the linearity
assumption for long-forecast intervals; that is, we cannot
continue to improve the forecast from a multiple linear
regression model with additional predictors, and a more
sophisticated model is needed.
Overall we see that no more than seven predictors
(dPI_V0, dVdt, trSpeed,V0, SHRD, div200, and dThetaEs)
are needed to achieve most of the possible reduction in
RMSE. For simplicity and consistency, these seven pre-
dictors are used to develop MLR at all lead times. The
absence of any moisture parameters is noteworthy and
implies that these moisture variables do not add in-
dependent information.However, this result does notmean
thatmoisture has no role. For instance, the impact of dry air
is greatest when it reaches the core (Braun et al. 2012),
which requires shear–dry air interaction (e.g., Ge and Li
2013; Tao and Zhang 2014). To capture such effect would
require some other combination of shear and moisture
parameters. Another possible reason is the use of the daily
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data. P. Klotzbach (2014, per-
sonal communication) found that the correlation between
TC activity on the seasonal level and moisture calculated
from ERA-Interim is much stronger than that calculated
from NCEP–NCAR data. The sensitivity of parameter
selection to the reanalysis dataset will be further addressed
in detail later (section 6).
OT100, the mean upper-ocean temperature, is also
not chosen. The analogous parameter in SHIPS, ocean
heat content (OHC), yields 4%–8% improvement in the
forecast error only when a threshold (50 kJ cm22) is
applied (DeMaria et al. 2005). It is possible that we need
to use some kind of threshold when including OT100.
Nevertheless, the oceanic negative feedback also de-
pends on trSpeed, which is selected here. Although T200
does not pass the selection test, the upper-tropospheric
temperature is included in the PI calculation. CAPE is
eliminated as well, which is not too surprising since it has
been noted that it might not be a useful predictor for
tropical convection (Zipser 2003). However, as we will
show later in section 6, the utility of CAPE seems to
depend on the choice of reanalysis dataset.
The signs of the coefficients (Fig. 2) are consistent
with the physical relationships between predictors and
TC intensity change, though such a result is not guar-
anteed for correlated predictors. Storms are more likely
to follow their historical development and therefore an
intensifying storm would continue intensifying, yielding
a positive coefficient of dVdt. Increasing storm speed
reduces the negative oceanic feedback, and the co-
efficient of trSpeed is positive. There is a greater po-
tential for a storm far from its PI value to continue
intensifying, and the coefficient of dPI_V0 is positive.
Stronger shear prevents storms from strengthening,
and the coefficient of SHRD is negative. The stronger
the divergence and the more unstable the atmosphere
is, the better chance a system has to develop. Therefore
the coefficients of div200 and dThetaEs are positive and
negative, respectively.
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4. MLR intensity forecasts and errors
a. Examples: Rita (2005), Earl (2010), Irene (2011),
and Isaac (2012)
After reducing the number of predictors from 13 to
7, we test theMLRwith the independent data from the
period 2000–12. As examples, we show the intensity
predictions for four storms, Hurricanes Rita (2005),
Earl (2010), Irene (2011), and Isaac (2012); their tracks
are shown in Fig. 3. These storms encompassed a wide
range of intensities, and have tracks that are typical for
North Atlantic storms. Rita was a category 5 hurri-
cane, Earl was a strong category 4, Irene was a cate-
gory 3, and Isaac was a weak category 1. Both Rita and
Earl underwent rapid intensification. Rita and Isaac
passed over the Gulf of Mexico while Earl and Irene
recurved and moved toward the northeastern United
States.
FIG. 2. Coefficients of predictors in theMLR (red) and the
MLR_Monthly (blue).
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The MLR creates 5-day forecasts at 12-hourly in-
tervals, and we apply it every 12h during the lifetime of
the storms (red lines in Fig. 4). The MLR overpredicts
the intensity change (Isaac 18 to 21August; Earl 25 to 28
August) while Isaac and Earl were in their early stage
[tropical storm (TS) intensity]. Aside from failing to
keep a storm in its TS stage, it is not capable of capturing
rapid intensification, either. As addressed in DeMaria
and Kaplan (1994), this is the limitation of a simple
linear regression model. For a case where the storm
strengthens gradually (Irene), the MLR does a fair job
(Fig. 4d). In the decaying period, when the intensities
drop rapidly, it again has difficulty (after 22 September
in Rita; after 3 September in Earl).
b. Verification of the MLR
To evaluate the overall performance of the MLR, we
calculate the mean absolute error (MAE) and the
RMSE against the best track data from all the testing
cases (red solid line in Fig. 5a). Conventionally, for any
TC intensity prediction model to be considered skillful,
the model has to provide forecasts that are better than
the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Forecast model
(SHIFOR; Knaff et al. 2003), which predicts storm in-
tensity changes based on climatology and storm persis-
tence (gray dashed lines in Fig. 5a). However, the
specific data used by the MLR (e.g., reanalysis rather
than forecast fields) give an advantage to the MLR over
any operational forecast, including SHIFOR. Hence,
another baseline model, the persistence model whose
forecast intensity at all leads is simply the initial intensity
from best track data (gray solid line in Fig. 5a), is used
here. While using the persistence model as a baseline
mode is not what is usually done for a short-range TC
intensity forecasts, it is not unusual for evaluating the
probabilistic forecasts, which will be discuss soon in the
next section (section 5). To ensure both the fairness and
consistency, throughout this study, we are defining skill
FIG. 3. Tracks for Hurricanes Rita (2005), Earl (2010), Irene
(2011), and Isaac (2012). The intensity predictions for each storm
are shown in Fig. 4.
FIG. 4. Five-day intensity forecasts made every 12 h by theMLR (red) of (a) Rita, (b) Isaac, (c) Earl, and (d) Irene up
to landfall. The black line shows the best track intensity of each storm.
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with respect to the persistencemodel. TheMLRhas skill
by this criterion at all lead times.
Both the MAE and RMSE of the MLR increase with
lead time from 12- to 96-h forecasts, and they do not
continue to grow from 96 to 120 h. In theory, we expect
the error to increase with forecast time, but the error
cannot grow indefinitely. In other words, there should be
an upper bound on the forecast error, and we expect the
error to level off after a certain lead time. However,
although not significant, there is a small decline of the
error from 96 to 120h in theMLR, which could be due to
the small sample size.
Errors from the SHIPS forecast model from 2000 to
2012 are also shown. Compared to the SHIPS, the MLR
has smaller MAE and RMSE for the 12-h forecasts,
and the 12-h SHIPSMAE is about 0.5 kt larger than that
of the baseline model. This behavior is due to the fact
that the persistence model (as well as the MLR) is using
the storm track and initial intensity from best track data
rather than the NHC intensity forecast (provided by
ATCF), which is the best information available for the
SHIPS to use. Since all the models are verified against
the best track data, it is reasonable that our baseline
model and the MLR have smaller errors than does the
SHIPS (as addressed earlier, the MLR has an unfair
advantage over all operational forecast models).
To conduct a more fair comparison, errors from the
SHIPS development model with the dependent data
from 2000 to 2012 are shown (the SHIPS-dependent
data, black dashed line in Fig. 5a; M. DeMaria 2014,
personal communication), as well as the errors from the
MLR with dependent data (MLR-dependent data, red
dashed line in Fig. 5a). The SHIPS development model
is trained with best track data and the GFS analysis
fields. The SHIPS-dependent data havemean errors that
are about 1kt smaller than those in theMLR-dependent
data for 24-h forecast. The difference in errors between
these two models increases with time. At the 120-h lead
time, it is more than 5kt. A perfectly consistent com-
parison between the dependent versions of the MLR
and the SHIPS is not possible. The SHIPS-dependent data
use the GFS analysis fields, while the MLR-dependent
FIG. 5. (a) MAE of intensity predictions from the persistence (gray solid line), the SHIPS forecast (black solid line), the SHIPS-
dependent (black dashed line), theMLR forecast (red solid line), and theMLR-dependent (red dashed line) models. (b) As in (a), but for
RMSE. (c),(d) As in (a) and (b), but for different sets of experiments, which are described in Table 1.
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data use the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis fields; the SHIPS-
dependent data include not only storms that reached
tropical storm strength in their lifetime (the cases that
the MLR-dependent data are using), but also tropical
depressions that never reach tropical storm intensity.
Although the above discrepancies can result in differ-
ent forecast errors, their contribution is small (not
shown). A likely cause for the difference in the forecast
errors between the MLR-dependent data and the
SHIPS-dependent data may be that the SHIPS includes
many more environmental parameters than the MLR
does (until 2013, SHIPS had 24 predictors; Schumacher
et al. 2013). We notice that the difference in errors
between SHIPS and SHIPS-dependent data are much
larger than that between MLR and MLR-dependent
data. This result suggests that while having more pre-
dictors can significantly reduce the errors with a depen-
dent dataset, it does not necessarily improve the model in
the forecasting mode.
We conduct experiments to see how varying the
numbers of predictors impacts the forecasting errors
(Table 1). Figures 5c and 5d show the errors from three
of these experiments. When using dPI_V0 (dPI_V0: blue
line) as the only predictor, we find (perhaps surprisingly)
that the intensity errors, both MAE and RMSE, are not
too far from those obtained with the full MLR. Adding
dVdt (dPI_V01dVdt: solid sky-blue line) as the second
predictor results in a small improvement. These results
suggest that with only one or two predictors, the re-
gression model still has some degree of skill. If we con-
tinue adding predictors, we continue to see an
improvement in the MLR performance, such as adding
SHRD (. . .1SHRD: dashed sky-blue line). Using all 13
predictors from the initial pool of predictors (MLR_13:
orange line), however, results in larger errors for 24- to
60-h forecasts, an indication of overfitting. The experi-
ments with different combination of predictors suggest
that a multiple linear regression model with even just
a few of the most essential predictors has substantial
skill.
c. Dependence of forecast errors on storm
characteristics and synoptic conditions
Errors in intensity predictions (from both dynamic
and statistical models) are related to conditions of the
storm itself and that of the environment (i.e., the pre-
dictors), such as initial intensity, translation speed, lati-
tude, current intensity, PI, and wind shear (Bhatia and
Nolan 2013). The relationship between errors and pre-
dictors can differ among forecast times, and is not linear.
Understanding the relationship between errors and
predictors can help us to better interpret and utilize
forecast results.
We stratify the errors by predictor value and forecast
time (not shown). The weaker the initial storm intensity,
the larger the error can be, especially for longer lead
times. Strong storms are closer to their PI, and there is
less potential for them to intensify, let alone undergo
rapid intensification. Strong storms are also more re-
silient to shear, and are unlikely to undergo rapid
weakening. Therefore, there is an upper bound on errors
from both intensifying and decaying storms. On the
other hand, we can expect that the MLR might have
larger errors while predicting weak storms. It is also
observed that the largest errors occur when dVdt is
large (strong storm intensification in the previous 12 h),
which is believed to be related to rapid intensification
processes that are unresolved in the MLR. Larger errors
also occur as storms move faster. Such situations usually
occur when storms recurve in the midlatitudes. Another
situation with possible larger errors occurs when the
storms are in an environment that is favorable for rapid
intensification (large PI and large positive dPI_V0). Fore-
cast errors are also sensitive to shear and atmospheric
TABLE 1. Descriptions of experiments.
Experiment Description
MLR AnMLRmodel with 7 selected predictors calculated from the NHC best track data and the daily NCEP–NCAR
reanalysis fields.
dPI_V0 A linear regression model with only dPI_V0 as a predictor calculated from the NHC best track data and the daily
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis fields.
dPI_V01dVdt Same as dPI_V0, but with one more predictor: dVdt.
. . .1SHRD Same as dPI_V01dVdt, but with one more predictor: SHRD.
MLR_Monthly Same as the MLR, but with the environmental predictors calculated from the monthly NCEP–NCAR reanalysis
fields.
MLR_EC Same as the MLR, but with environmental predictors calculated from the daily ERA-40 reanalysis fields.
MLR_1 A probabilistic intensity forecast model consists of the PDF with the mean value given by the MLR and spread
given by the lead-time-dependent error distribution.
MLR_2 Same as the MLR_1, but with spread given by the lead-time and V0-dependent error distribution.
MLR_Monthly_2 Same as MLR_2, but with the mean value given by the MLR_Monthly.
MLR_EC_2 Same as MLR_2, but with mean value given by the MLR_EC.
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stability, and the largest errors occur in unstable environ-
ments with moderate shear.
To understand the relationship between the predi-
ctors and forecast errors, in Fig. 6 we show a sparkline
chart of the standard deviation (s) of forecast errors as
a function of the individual predictor for 24-h lead
time. The larger the standard deviation’s variability
over the individual predictor’s magnitude range, the
more sensitive is the error to the predictor. Among all
predictors, forecast errors seem to be most sensitive
to the initial storm intensity, somewhat less to PI
and dPI_V0, and not very sensitive to the remaining
predictors.
5. Probabilistic intensity prediction
a. Forecast distribution
As described in the introduction, accounting for the
uncertainty of the MLR forecast increases its value and
utility, because we want to know the distribution of
storm intensities. The simplest and most direct estimate
of forecast uncertainty is given by the empirical distri-
bution of errors presented in the training process (using
all the training data). This approach is feasible because
of the size of the training dataset used here.Althoughwe
recognize that rare events may be poorly sampled and
may benefit from parametric descriptions, we only use
the empirical distribution of errors here. The error dis-
tribution depends on forecast lead time, and Fig. 7a
shows the increasing spread of the error PDF as the
forecast lead time increases from 12 to 72h. There is no
significant change in the error PDF between 96 and 120
forecast hours; the errors appear to have saturated at
that point. The errors are close to being normally dis-
tributed for all lead times. Figure 7b is the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and Fig. 7c compares the
distribution of the MLR errors for a 24-h forecast to the
standard normal distribution. Except for the extreme
points, most of the points fit well within the theoretical
normal distribution profile. All the large negative errors
(,235kt) are from the cases with rapid intensification.
For instance, the largest negative error in Fig. 7b is about
286 kt, and corresponds to a forecast of Hurricane
Emily in 1987 when Emily underwent rapid in-
tensification. Our probabilistic intensity forecasts con-
sist of the PDF with mean value given by the MLR
and spread given by the lead-time-dependent error
distribution (Fig. 8).
The analyses in section 4c suggest that the forecast
error and its distribution are sensitive to the predictors,
and are most sensitive to V0 (initial storm intensity).
Strictly speaking, such dependence is beyond the linear
regression framework, in which the error variance is
assumed independent of the predictors. However,
regression-based models with varying spread are com-
mon in weather forecasting (Gneiting et al. 2005; Wilks
and Hamill 2007). Here, we examine the sensitivity of
forecast error distribution to V0. We illustrate the de-
pendence of the error distribution on initial wind speed
in the case of the 24-h forecast error (Fig. 9). The stan-
dard deviation of all 24-h forecast errors from all train-
ing data is 12 kt (dashed line in Fig. 9a, which is
calculated from the blue line in Fig. 7a). However, bin-
ning 24-h forecast errors based on the corresponding
values of V0 shows that the error standard deviation
increases, roughly linearly, as V0 increases (black di-
amond line in Fig. 9c). Now, if we do not account for the
fact that the distribution of forecast error is a function of
V0, the joint CDF of errors between lead times and V0
would look like Fig. 9b. If we do, the joint CDF would
look like Fig. 9c. To understand how accounting for the
dependence of error distribution to V0 changes the re-
sults, we develop two probabilistic models.We name the
probabilistic model with error distribution as a function
of lead time only MLR_1, while the one utilizing error
distribution as a function of both lead time and V0 is
named MLR_2 (Table 1).
FIG. 6. A sparkline chart of the standard deviation (s) of
forecast errors for 24-h forecasts. The s is calculated with data
that have been binned based on the magnitude of each individual
predictor, and therefore the s of errors is a function of the pre-
dictor here. The unit of the x axis is one standard deviation of the
individual predictor.
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In addition to MLR_1 and MLR_2, we construct an-
other probabilistic model as a baseline reference model
from the persistence model (Fig. 5a) and its error dis-
tribution (Fig. 8b). Figure 8b indicates that the mean of
the distribution is near zero at any given lead time and
that the spread increases with lead time. The spread here
is larger than the spread in Fig. 8a. This is consistent with
results in Fig. 5b: the persistence model error standard
deviation is larger than that in the MLR. We call
this model the probabilistic persistence model. When
making a probabilistic forecast with the persistence
model, we center the distribution in Fig. 8b on the
initial intensity.
The MLR_1 and MLR_2 are considered skillful to
the extent to which their probabilistic performance is
better than that of the probabilistic persistence model.
FIG. 7. (a) PDF of the MLR forecast errors from all the training data. (b) As in (a), but for CDF. In (a) and (b), colors indicate various
forecast times as listed on the legend. (c) Quantile–quantile plot showing the fit of theMLR errors for 24-h forecast (from training data) to
the normal distribution. The quantiles of the MLR errors are shown on the y axis while the quantiles of the normal distribution are on the
x axis. The unit of the x axis is one standard deviation of MLR errors.
FIG. 8. Joint CDF (%) of the magnitude of errors and lead time from (a) the MLR_1, and (b) the probabilistic
persistence model based on training data. In both (a) and (b), the white dashed lines indicate where the mean error
is, and the black solid and dashed lines show where the highest 10% and 50% probabilities are.
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The fundamental difference is that the probabilistic
persistence distribution is conditioned only on the
current intensity and historical changes in storm in-
tensity, while the MLR_1 andMLR_2 distributions are
additionally conditioned on the current and forecast
environment.
b. Probabilistic forecasts and verification
Probabilistic forecasts (persistence, MLR_1, and
MLR_2) are made for all the cases in the testing dataset.
Figure 10 shows probabilistic forecasts for Hurricane
Earl initialized at 0000 UTC 28 August 2010, a period
during which Earl underwent rapid intensification (36–
60 forecast hours). For the 12–36-h lead times, the ob-
served storm intensity falls into the 25–75 percentile
region in MLR_1 and MLR_2 forecast, while in the
persistence model it does not. Once Earl started to un-
dergo rapid intensification, the best track data fall be-
yond the highest 50 percentile region in all models,
although they are located at higher probabilities in
MLR_1 and MLR_2 than in the persistence model.
Qualitatively, the case in Figs. 10a–c exhibits the ad-
vantage in using MLR_1 and MLR_2 instead of the
persistence model for probabilistic forecast. Knowing
current and forecast environmental conditions helps
probabilistic intensity prediction.
We use the rank probability skill score (RPSS) to
verify quantitatively whether the MLR_1 and MLR_2
have more skill than the persistence model. Rank
probability score (RPS) is a squared-error score with
respect to the observational probability, which is 1 if the
forecast event occurs, and 0 if the event does not occur.
The cumulative forecasts and observations, denoted as








oj, m5 1, . . . , J , (2)
where pj is the forecast probability of the storm in-
tensity falling in the jth bin, the observed probability oj
is 1 if the observations fall in the jth bin and zero oth-
erwise, and J is the total number of bins. Here, we
stratify the probabilities by the corresponding Vmax
every 5 kt from 0 to 200 kt. The RPS is the sum of the
squared differences between the cumulative probabil-






RPS is oriented so that smaller values indicate better
forecasts. A correct forecast with no uncertainty has
a RPS of 0. The RPSS compares the average RPS to that
of the persistence forecast:
FIG. 9. (a) Standard deviation (s) of error distribution for 24-h
intensity predictions from the training data. Black line is calculated
with all the errors (MLR_1), while black diamond line is calculated
with errors that have been binned based on the initial storm in-
tensity (V0) (MLR_2). (b) Joint CDF (%) fromMLR_1. Note that
the CDF is not a function of V0. (c) As in (b), but now the CDF is
calculated from MLR_2 and is also a function of V0.





If the probabilistic model is skillful, RPSS is positive,
and the larger the value is, the more skill the model has.
The RPS and RPSS can be computed for each forecast.
Figure 10d shows the RPSS for all of the forecasts of
Earl. Compared to the persistence model, the skill of
MLR_1 and MLR_2 increases with the length of fore-
cast interval, reflecting the fact that the value of knowing
the environment increases as lead time increases. As the
forecast interval becomes longer, the environmental
conditions become more crucial for intensity prediction.
Hence, the MLR_1 and MLR_2 forecasts show greater
skill compared to the persistence model with increasing
lead time. For all the testing cases (Fig. 11), RPSS for the
MLR_1 and MLR_2 again increases with time. The
modest advantage in RPSS that the MLR_2 shows over
the MLR_1 indicates that considering the sensitivity of
forecast errors to initial storm intensity does improve
probabilistic intensity predictions.
The performance of probabilistic forecasts of partic-
ular intensity categories (TS, hurricane intensity cate-
gories 1 and 2 and 3–5) can also be verified. Figure 12
shows the reliability diagrams of MLR_1, MLR_2, and
the persistence model for categorized cases from 2008 to
2012 at all lead times. Forecast probabilities at each
forecast time for each intensity category are grouped
into bins at 0.1 (10%) intervals. For reference we show
the reliability from the NHC official probabilistic fore-
cast (OFCL). We emphasize again that because we use
FIG. 10. (a) Intensity probabilistic prediction in CDF for Hurricane Earl (2010) based on the probabilistic per-
sistence model (Fig. 8b). (b) As in (a), but the CDF is based on the MLR_1 (Figs. 8a and 9b). (c) As in (b), but the
CDF is based on the MLR_2 (Fig. 9c). The initial time for (a)–(c) is 0000 UTC 28 Aug 2010. The white solid lines
indicate the observed maximum wind speed, while the white dashed lines are the MLR and the persistence model
predicted intensity, which is also where the mean error is in Fig. 8. Black solid and dashed lines show where the
highest 10% and 50% probabilities are. (d) RPSS of the twoMLR probabilistic predictions relative to those from the
probabilistic persistence model for all forecasts in Earl’s life cycle.
FIG. 11. RPSS of the two MLR probabilistic predictions relative
to those from the probabilistic persistence model for all testing
cases.
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best track data and reanalysis fields, this comparison
does not indicate the true difference in reliability be-
tween MLR and OFCL given equivalent input data; we
show it nonetheless because no exactly appropriate
reference is available.
The probabilistic forecasts of the occurrence of TS
and hurricane categories 1 and 2 in the Saffir–Simpson
scale by the twoMLRmodels, and persistence model all
show a fair reliability as the observed frequency is close
to the forecast probability (Figs. 12a,c). The MLR_1,
MLR_2, and the persistence model forecasts of TS
occurrence show almost perfect reliability for high
probabilities (.0.6 bin) and underforecasting for low
probabilities. MLR_1 and MLR_2 slightly overpredict
occurrence of categories 1 and 2 hurricanes reliably for
forecasts probabilities of 0–0.3 (0%–30%), while the
persistence model underforecasts it. For higher proba-
bilities (.0.3 bin), they all overforecast the occurrence.
For major hurricanes (categories 3–5), the reliability
diagram curves are very different among these three
forecast models. MLR_1 and MLR_2 are still fairly re-
liable. The persistence model, however, is substantially
FIG. 12. Reliability diagrams showing observed frequency as a function of forecast probabilities for (a) tropical storms (TSs), (c) category 1
and 2 hurricanes, and (e) category 3–5 hurricanes, respectively. Colors indicate forecasts from MLR_1 (pink), MLR_2 (red), persistence
(gray), and NHC (OFCL, black) from 2008 to 2012. (b),(d),(f) The sample size used in (a),(c), and (e) for each forecast.
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less reliable, overforecasting the occurrence of major
hurricanes. For the persistence model, the probabilistic
forecast always maintains relatively higher probabilities
close to the initial storm intensity, as shown in Fig. 10a.
Hence, the persistence model could easily overforecast
decaying major storms. Compared to the MLR_1,
MLR_2 is more reliable (the red line in Fig. 12 is closer
to the one-to-one line than the pink line).
6. Sensitivity of MLR performance to the
reanalysis data
NCEP–NCAR daily reanalysis dataset is initially
chosen for use in this study because of its temporal
coverage and similarity to the GFS analysis fields used
for the SHIPS development system. However, a TC and
its surrounding environment may be presented differ-
ently in other global reanalysis datasets (Schenkel and
Hart 2012). This is expected to affect the relationships
between TC intensity change and the environmental
predictors. The sensitivity of our findings to the choice of
reanalysis dataset is explored here.
Given our interest in the variations of environment
and TC intensity on long time scales, an interesting
question is to what extent the MLR can predict in-
tensity changes givenmonthly rather than daily data. In
an application where global climate model output is
used, for example, being able to use monthly data is
a great advantage. Furthermore, we expect that global
climate models may simulate time-averaged fields
better than they simulate synoptic variability. Hence,
in the first part of this section, we use monthly NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis data to calculate environmental
predictors to assess the ideal of using low-frequency
reanalysis data.
In section 3b, we noted that one of the possible
reasons why moisture variables are not selected as
predictors is because of the specific data (daily NCEP–
NCAR) used. Analysis from P. Klotzbach (2014, per-
sonal communication) found that the correlation
between hurricane activity and atmospheric moisture
is positive (0.46) using the ERA-Interim reanalysis,
while it is much weaker using the NCEP–NCAR re-
analysis. Despite the fact that ERA-Interim is the
latest and improved reanalysis data from ECMWF,
daily PI from ERA-Interim is not currently available,
and the calculation is time consuming. On the other
hand, PI from an older version of reanalysis data from
ECMWF, daily ERA-40, is available from Camargo
et al. (2009). In the second part of this section, we will
therefore use ERA-40 for the calculation of environ-
mental predictors to understand how sensitive the
MLR is to global reanalysis models.
a. Monthly versus daily NCEP–NCAR
With the assumption that monthly averaged fields
represents conditions on the 15th of each month, the
monthly reanalysis fields are first linearly interpolated to
the day of the forecast time. The same method has been
used for studying TC statistics (Emanuel 2000), and TC
risk assessment (Emanuel et al. 2006). Interpolating
data onto the day instead of holding the data constant
throughout a month avoids any discontinuity when
a storm lives across twomonths. Then, the predictors are
linearly interpolated to the storm location at the forecast
time, in the same manner as the daily data.
The choice of environmental predictors is expected to
be sensitive to the characteristics of the reanalysis data,
which would be different for monthly and daily data. If
we apply the forward selection procedure with the
monthly predictors, div200 and dThetaEs are left out
and rhMid is included in addition to dPI_V0, and SHRD
(not shown). However, to stay focused on testing the
ability of theMLR and its probabilistic model using low-
frequency data, we use the same predictors (dPI_V0,
dVdt, trSpeed, V0, SHRD, div200, dThetaEs) obtained
from forward selection with the daily data (section 3b).
Now, with the monthly NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data
and the seven predictors listed above, a monthly linear
regression model (called MLR_Monthly) is trained and
tested. The forecast errors of the MLR_Monthly are
comparable to those of the MLR (Figs. 13a,b). There is
almost no discrepancy between the MAE (and RMSE)
of the MLR and the MLR_Monthly for lead times less
than 24h. For longer lead times (.24h), the advantage
of using daily data is clear, but not significant. The
maximum difference in forecast errors betweenmonthly
and daily is less than 2kt. Such a good performance of
theMLR_Monthly on one hand suggests the difficulty of
TC intensity prediction: there is no dramatic improve-
ment from using more frequent data, which are assumed
to provide a more accurate description of TC environ-
ment. In addition, there might be some usable relation
between the daily and monthly predictors. A similar
finding was also noted in Emanuel et al. (2004). With an
idealized coupled hurricane model in which the pres-
torm PI is one of the inputs, they found a slight, but
statistically insignificant, decrease in the forecast errors
(at the time of storm’s peak intensity) when daily PI, as
opposed to climatological monthly mean PI, is used (see
their Fig. 16).
Comparing the predictors from the monthly data to
those from the daily data, we find that the monthly
dPI_V0 is larger than the daily one (Fig. 14), and that
this difference is a result of larger monthly PI. But,
daily and monthly PI are highly correlated. There are
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some positive biases for smaller values of SHRD and
dThetaEs, but negative biases for larger values in the
monthly data. For the last environmental predictor,
div200, there is almost no relationship between
monthly and daily data. This is because the monthly
div200 is too small (and uncorrelated) compared to the
daily one, which could explain why div200 would be
left out if we applied a forward selection procedure
with the monthly data. With the noticeable differences
between monthly and daily predictors, the training
processes of the MLR and the MLR_Monthly give
them different weights (coefficients, Fig. 2). The co-
efficients of the three storm persistence predictors in
the MLR and the MLR_Monthly are similar to each
other, as well as those of dThetaEs. The MLR_
Monthly weights the impact of dPI_V0 on intensity
change almost twice as large as the MLR does for lead
times smaller than 48 h. However, for the longer lead
time, the MLR_Monthly weights dPI_V0 less than the
MLR does. The MLR_Monthly also have smaller co-
efficients in SHRD and div200 for all lead times.
To assess which variable is the primary cause of the
larger error in the MLR_Monthly, we replace each of
the four environmental predictors with daily data in the
MLR_Monthly separately (not shown). Our results
suggest that the difference between monthly and daily
values of dPI_V0 is the main cause for the differences in
the performance of the MLR and MLR_Monthly. We
examine also the performance of probabilistic forecast
with the MLR_Monthly with the error distribution as
function of both initial storm intensity and lead time. For
tropical storms and hurricanes categories 1 and 2, there
is no significant difference between the MLR_2 and the
MLR_Monthly_2 (not shown). For major hurricanes
(Figs. 13c,d), the MLR_2 performs better (more reli-
able) than the MLR_Monthly_2 does.
Results from the MLR_Monthly, and the MLR_
Monthly_2 suggest that, statistically, monthly averaged
reanalysis fields capture variations in environment that
are important to TC intensity. In other words, monthly
averaged data seem to be sufficient for predicting storm
intensity changes. The improvement in both intensity
FIG. 13. (a) MAE of intensity prediction from the persistence (gray), the MLR (red), the MLR_Monthly (blue), and the MLR_EC
(orange). (b) As in (a), but for RMSE. (c) Reliability diagrams showing observed frequency as a function of forecast probabilities for
category 3–5 hurricanes. (d) The sample size used in (c). Colors again indicate result from theMLR_2 (red), the persistencemodel (gray),
and the MLR_Monthly_2 from 2008 to 2012, and the MLR_EC_2 (orange) from 1997 to 2001.
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forecasts, and probability prediction from using higher-
frequency data (daily) is modest.
b. Daily NCEP–NCAR versus daily ERA-40
Similar to sections 3a and 3b, we calculate all the
initial pools of environmental predictors from the daily
ERA-40 data, and then apply the forward selection
procedure with these variables (not shown). For shorter
lead times (,72h), dVdt and dPI_V0 are the most im-
portant two predictors, followed by SHRD, and V0. The
value of rhCol becomes important with increasing lead
time, and is the fifth and sixth most important predictors
for 24- and 48-h forecasts, respectively. Even for a lon-
ger lead time ($72h), rhCol is picked by the selection
procedure. In addition to rhCol, CAPE seems to be
a predictor that cannot be ignored with ERA-40. The
predictors dThetaEs and rhMid are chosen only for the
120-h forecast. The predictor trSpeed is also very im-
portant for a longer lead time; it is the second most
important predictor for the 72-h forecast, and the fourth
and third most important predictor for the 96- and 120-h
forecasts.
Generally speaking, three predictors related to storm
persistence (dVdt, V0, and trSpeed) have a statistically
significant impact on reducing forecast errors with either
NCEP–NCAR or ERA-40 daily data. Among all envi-
ronmental predictors, the influence of dPI_V0 and
SHRD are robust. The biggest difference in the choice
of predictors with ERA-40 daily compared to NCEP–
NCAR daily is that ERA-40 chooses rhCol for 48–96-h
FIG. 14. Scatterplots overlaid on 2D histograms of daily (x axis) and monthly (y axis) environmental predictors
used in MLR: (a) dPI_V0, (b) SHRD, (c) div200, and (d) dThetaEs. The black solid lines indicate the best-fit lines,
while the black dashed lines are the one-to-one lines.
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lead time. For 120-h lead time, the forward selection
procedure picks another moisture variable, rhMid, with
ERA-40. It leaves 200-hPa divergence out for all fore-
cast lead times while div200 is picked for 72 and 96 hwith
the daily NCEP–NCAR data.
With ERA-40, we select eight predictors: dPI_V0,
dVdt, trSpeed,V0, SHRD, rhCol, CAPE, and dThetaEs.
Although rhMid is picked for the 120-h forecast, we
choose not to add another moisture variable here. The
multiple linear regression model trained and tested with
these eight predictors from the ERA-40 daily data is
called the MLR_EC. For all lead times, forecast errors
(MAE and RMSE) from the MLR_EC are 2–3 kt
smaller than those from the MLR (Figs. 13a,b). The
reliability diagram suggests an improvement of the
probabilistic intensity forecast model (MLR_EC_2) for
tropical storms and hurricane categories 1 and 2 when
compared to the MLR_2 (not shown). For major hur-
ricanes, however, the MLR_EC_2 is less reliable for
small probabilities than the MLR_2 is, but it is more
reliable for moderate probabilities (Figs. 13c,d).
The comparison among the three choices of pre-
dictors using the daily NCEP–NCAR, the monthly
NCEP–NCAR, and the daily ERA-40 shows that while
there is an obvious dependence between the choice of
predictors to the type of reanalysis data used, dPI_V0
and SHRD, have to be considered no matter which
data are used. This is probably because the relationship
between PI and SHRD, and storm evolution is less
sensitive to either the frequency of the data or the
different global reanalysis model. The importance of
the other environmental predictors, atmospheric
moisture, upper-level divergence, atmospheric stabil-
ity, etc., is dataset dependent. Because there is no
simple way to assess the utility of environmental vari-
ables from global climate models, predictors selection
could potentially be an issue when we apply this model
to the global climate model fields. Given the sensitivity
of the predictor selection to the choice of reanalysis, it
seems reasonable to limit the model to the most robust
predictors.
7. Summary
This study describes the development of a statistical
downscaling model for short-term probabilistic tropical
cyclone (TC) intensity prediction. We use a multiple
linear regression model (MLR) to model intensity
change and the past error distribution to account for
uncertainty. While such models are relevant to opera-
tional intensity forecasts, our interest is more directed at
the capability of such a model to downscale TC intensity
from the large-scale environment. The ability of the
MLR to relate variations in the large-scale environment
to TC intensity has applications beyond short-term
forecasting and can be a tool toward understanding the
distribution of TC intensities in a climate undergoing
natural or anthropogenic changes.
TheMLR contains seven predictors selected based on
their physical importance to TC development and their
ability to reduce forecast errors. The predictors are the
initial maximum wind speed (V0), change of storm in-
tensity in the past 12 h (dVdt), storm translation speed
(trSpeed), the difference between PI and V0 (dPI_V0),
850–200-hPa vertical wind shear magnitude (SHRD),
conditional stability (dThetaEs), and 200-hPa diver-
gence (div200). Among these predictors, dVdt is the
most important predictor for forecasts with short lead
times (,24h); dPI_V0 and SHRD become more im-
portant with increasing lead times. We avoid predictors
whose relationship to TC intensity is likely to change in
a changed global-mean climate, such as sea surface
temperature (SST). Different reanalysis products (e.g.,
NCEP–NCAR vs ERA-40) and averaging frequency
(e.g., monthly vs daily) result in different predictors
being chosen because the TC intensity and its sur-
rounding environment are represented differently.
Three storm characteristic predictors (V0, dVdt, and
trSpeed), and the two environmental predictors (dPI_V0
and SHRD) are included regardless of which reanalysis
datasets are used. The importance of other environ-
mental predictors on TC development depends on the
reanalysis dataset.
We assess the model performance using MAE and
RMSE. However, because the MLR uses data unavail-
able to operational forecasts (e.g., the reanalysis rather
than forecast fields), a direct comparison with opera-
tional models is not appropriate. The MLR is verified
against the persistence model, and it is found that the
MLR has skill for all lead times. A relatively simple
description of the synoptic environment is able to
characterize much of the predictable component of the
variability of TC intensity. The errors of a single pre-
dictor (dPI_V0) model are not too far from those of the
full seven-predictor model. Likewise, a model based on
monthly averaged environment performs quite well,
with its primary weakness being related to the lack of
daily PI information.
In addition to the deterministic MLR, we produce
probabilistic information by constructing an intensity
PDF with the mean given by the MLR and uncertainty
given by the empirical error distribution from the
training data. Two probabilistic models are developed
here. In the MLR_1, the error distribution is only
a function of lead time, while in the MLR_2 it is also
a function of initial storm intensity, reflecting the
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dependence of forecast errors on the environment. A
reference probabilistic forecast is constructed from his-
torical storm intensity changes (independent of envi-
ronment) and used to compute the rank probability
score skill (RPSS). Both the MLR_1 and the MLR_2
have good skill, especially for long-lead forecasts when
their advantage over the persistence forecast is greatest.
The analysis of the reliability diagram further shows that
the reliability among two MLR probabilistic models
and the persistencemodel are similar to each other for TS
and hurricanes of categories 1 and 2. Nevertheless, the
MLR_1 and the MLR_2 are much more reliable than
the persistence model for major hurricanes. Further-
more, both RPSS and reliability analyses suggest that
using an environment-dependent error distribution
(MLR_2) improves the forecast skill. Probabilistic in-
tensity prediction based on the monthly averaged envi-
ronment also has fairly good skill comparable to the
MLR_2.
In summary, in this study we have developed a
downscaling system that reliably predicts the distribu-
tion of storm intensity conditional on the surrounding
local environment. We have developed and verified the
system in a simulation framework using regression
methods and probabilistic verification to assess resolu-
tion and reliability of the intensity distribution. Our re-
sults further suggest that a model based on monthly
averages of the most essential predictors is sufficient to
capture the distribution of TC intensities and could be
applied to global climate model output for future risk
assessment.
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